
DP3 Association Treasury

This allocation will be primarily used for deploying 
exchange liquidity. This includes liquidity for project 
specific tokens hosted on DeltaP3. At times the 
association will strategically issue bonds as a function of 
treasury management. This allocation is DAO governed 
and will allow DeltaP3 to reach its full ROI potential as a 
stakeholder governed P3 platform.

Team

To ensure DeltaP3 is continuously improving its 
functionality, security, and overall return profile, a 10% 
token allocation is made for the core team. This 
allocation serves as an incentive for the team to grow its 
community as well as the quality and quantity of the 
projects the platform finances and hosts liquidity for. 
Although there is a founding team who will receive their 
pro-rata allocation (according to a vesting period), the 
core team is expected to evolve over time as new 
members prove their sophistication as capital allocators 
and community leaders.

ANTICIPATED

Advisors & Strategic Partners

The DeltaP3 team and community will need as much help 
as it can get from leading industry experts to ensure our 
projects are socially and environmentally conscious, 
properly structured, compliant, and credibly endorsed. 
This allocation serves as an important incentive and/or 
reward system to those high-level contributors that 
disproportionately contribute to the success of DeltaP3, 
especially at its early stages.

Ecosystem Incentives

Used to incentivize all DP3 association and Due 
Diligence Committee duties via bounties/airdrops, 
reward Avalanche validators for securing the network 
and support various ecosystem partners who serve a 
core functional area within DeltaP3.

Investors

11% of DP3 will be sold through a series of private funding 
rounds. These funds will be used to develop the DeltaP3 
platform (I.e., the application layer where one can invest, 
vote, and take part in the DeltaP3 ecosystem), deploy the 
native DP3 governance token, and ensure that upon 
launch, the product is optimized for safety and security. 
Each investor from these rounds will be subject to a 
minimum vesting period of 24 months. The DeltaP3 team 
has worked diligently to ensure all private investors share 
DeltaP3s stated goals and vision.

Anticipated Tokenomics

Illustrative Token Distribution

Token Name

Token Symbol

Total Token Supply

Presale Date

Token Price 

DeltaP3

$DP3

80,000,000

TBD

TBD
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DeltaP3 is a decentralized rendezvous point for procuring, 
coordinating, and financing public-private partnerships. $DP3 is 
a fixed cap asset deployed on an Avalanche subnet which gives 
token holders the right to participate in governance.

Nothing herein shall constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities of DeltaP3, Inc. (the “Company”) or any token, including without 
limitation the $DP3 token. All statements made herein are non-binding and are made for illustrative purposes only, and the Company does not hereby commit to 
take any of the actions described herein (including, without limitation, any potential token allocations described herein). © 2022 DELTAP3, INC.
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